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REMARKS ON THE THEORY OF GEOMETRICAL CONSTRUCTIONS

ERWIN ENGELER*

It is astonishing that a field historically as close to the foundations of mathematics as the

theory of geometrical constructions has received so little attention by logicians and has been left

so largely untouched by the methods of formalization and axiomatization. From the point of view of

contemporary mathematics, this has left the field with some gaping ambiguities and inadequacies in

the formulation of the most basic notions and results.

Quite apart from these feelings of regret in the state of one of the oldest and historically most

important branches of mathematics, there are several reasons for devoting renewed interest to this

field. First, in connection with the topic of this conference, the theory allows and motivates

interesting applications of infinitary logic without which a formalization could probably not have

been obtained. The second reason is psychological: OUr intuition in the constructive theory of real

numbers is not as weak as we might be led to believe by recursive analysis, for example. We feel, on

the contrary, that an adequate (and more nearly standard) constructive analysis could be developed

on the basis of computationally closed fields (section 2) rather than on the set of computable real

numbers. Finally, there is a didactic reason: In this era of programmed computers, a treatment of

geometrical construction programs might serve as a very welcome didactic tool at an early stage of

the training of our students.

For people unsympathetic with infinitely long formulas, let it be remarked that the kind of

formulas used in our formalization can easily be encoded in expressions of finite length. The detour

through general infinitely long formulas is merely a useful technical device.

*Work supported in part by NSF Grant GP-5434.



1. Construction programs in plane Euclidean geometry.

The need for a programming language in which to formulate directions for geometrical constructions

has not arisen in the past because these directions were addressed to budding mathematicians rather

than to stupid machines. Also, for the rather narrow part of theory of geometrical constructions that

has received algebraic treatment as an application of Galois theory, the description of constructions

could indeed be left informal. For a more comprehensive approach, however, we do need a clarification

of several of the fundamental notions. The groundwork for doing this was laid in [1] to which we refer

for the proof of Theorem 1.4 and for the clarification of some of the features below that are not

self-explanatory.

Consider the Euclidean plane as a collection of three kinds of entities: points (for which we

will use variables PO,Pl,P2,···), lines (variables £0'£1'£2"")' and circles (variables

Between these entities there are defined certain relations, among them equality

(Pi = Pj'£i = = incidence betweeness

(B(P. ,P. ,Pk)), parallelity (£ .11£ .), and equidistance (E(P.,P.;P,p)). In addition, we assume that
lJ lJ lJrs

two lines, x and y, have been singled out such that x and yare perpendicular (a notion that

is definable), intersect in a point 0, and that we have selected points Ex on x, E on y such
y

that O,Ex and O,E are equidistant and E f 0 f E .
Y x Y

The basic capabilities of the Euclidean constructor can be expressed as follows:

(i,j,k,s = 0,1,2, ... ):

A. Operating capabilities.

(1) t . : (Pj,Pk), draw a line £. through two distinct points Pj,Pk;1 1

(2) P. : (£j'£k)' find the intersection P. of two non-parallel lines;
1 1

0) : [Pj,Pk], draw the circle of center P. and passing through Pk'Pj f Pk;J

(4) P. : choose an intersection point P. of a circle and an intersecting line £k;1 1

given a line through a peripheral point of a circle, find the other intersection

point;

(6) P. :
1

choose an intersection point of two intersecting circles;

given an intersection point of two circles, find the other intersection point.
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B. Decision-making capabilities.

(1) Pi = Pj, £i = £j' Yi = Yj' decide whether two points, lines, or circles are equal;

(2) £ .11£ .,
1 J

decide whether two lines are parallel;

0) I(Pi'£j)' decide whether Pi lies on £j;

(4) I(Pi,Yj) , decide whether P. lies on Yj;1

(5) I(.ti'Yj), decide whether £i intersects Yj;

(6) I(Yi''Yj)' decide whether Yi and Yj intersect;

(8) decide whether are equidistant.

On the basis of' these operations and decisions, we can write programs as in [1], composing them

of' individual labelled instructions of' the f'ollowing kind.

k: do W then go to p, (f'or operations V);

k: if' then go to p else go to q, (f'or decision-conditions

There is a slight complication here due to the f'act that some of'the operations are not tool, i.e.,

not def'ined f'or some of'the arguments. However, f'or each such operation there is a condition among

B(l) - B(8) which decides whether the operation is geometrically perf'ormable. Thus we agree to

replace each instruction

by a subroutine

s: if' Pj = Pk then go to s else go to s';

where s I is a label that did not occur bef'ore in the program. Similarly f'or the other partial

operations. The end ef'f'ect is that we may consider all operations as total; the program does not

terminate if' at some point a geometrically non-perf'ormable operation is called upon. We describe

this situation by saying that the partial operations in A(l) - A(8) are def'inite partial operations.
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Clearly, the list of operations and decisions above is highly redundant, and it is an easy

exercise in plane Euclidean geometry to reduce this list. This means to provide subroutines to replace

some operational instructions or to provide subroutines to replace some conditional instructions. For

example, a conditional instruction

can be replaced by

k: if .e
j II x then go to kl else go to k5;

'I'
(y,.e

j
)kl: do PO: = then go to

if Po = Pi then go to p else go to k3;

k3: do .eO: = (PO,Pi)
then go to klj.;

klj.: if .eO =.e
j

then go to p else go to q;

(We assume that the variables Po,.eo do not occur in the original program and that the labels

... ,k
5

don't occur either, otherwise we simply rename the appropriate variables and labels.)

THEOREM 1.1. The set of all points on the line x forms an euclidean ordered field u in which

-1 I
the operations +, " -, , '" and the relation < are definable by programs in terms of the

capabilities A(l) - B(8).

This theorem is due, in essence, to Hilbert. For an operation, say +, to be definable by a

+program we mean that there is a program 1T which contains the variables Pi' P
j

and Pk and has

the property that 1T+ terminates for each assignment of points of x to the variables Pi' Pj' The

value of Pk at termination is the result of thl:! operation +. A relation, say is definable

<by a program, if there is a program 1T- with two exits and containing the variables Pi' P
j

such

that terminates for any assignment of points of x to Pi' P
j

either in one ,exit (if the

relation holds), or in the other (if it doesn't). The details for writing these programs are well-

known.

( -1)Conversely, suppose that an euclidean ordered field is given, say u = A, + , " -, , 0,1 ,

with respect to which we have the following capabilities (using xO,xl' ... for variables over A):
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(a) x. : = xj' x, : = 0, x. : = 1, x, : = x. + x , : = xj x , : - xj' x, : (x.rl (for
1 1 1 1 J 1 1 1 J

x. f 0) ; x. .,«: (for x. 2: 0); i,j,k = 0,1,2, ...
J 1 J J

(b) x. < x., x. = x., X. = 0, x. = 1; i,j = 0,1,2, ...
1 - J 1 J 1 1

Consider the plane analytic geometry G(a) over a in which points, lines, and circles,

incidence, etc. are defined in the usual way.

THEOREM 1.2. G(a) is a geometry in which the operation A(l) - A(8) and the relations

B(l) - B(8) are definable by programs in terms of the capabilities (a) and (b).

This theorem may be ascribed to Descartes and is well-known.

COROLLARY 1.3. If al and a
2

are euclidean ordered fields such that each program over (a), (b)

terminates in al if and only if it terminates in a2 , then every program over A(l) - B(8)

terminates in G(al ) if and only if it terminates in G(a2)· Conversely if G2 are euclidean

planes such that each program over A(l) - B(8) terminates in Gl if and only if it terminates in

then every program over (a), (b) terminates in the field corresponding to if and only if it

terminates in the field corresponding to (We say that a program terminates if it terminates for

all assignments of initial values to the variables.)

The proof is obvious from 1.1 and 1.2.

Loosely speaking, a construction problem is the problem of finding a program over A(l) - B(8)

which constructs certain points, lines, and circles from given data in such a way that the con-

figuration that is obtained has certain geometrical properties. The crucial question is: what kind

of property? The most natural answer, in our opinion, is that the property be verifiable by the

constructive means at our disposal. l This means that we have a program whose favorable outcome is a

necessary and sufficient condition for the property to hold. It is clear that by a slight change in

the program (leading non-favorable exits into non-terminating sUbroutines), we can normalize the

notion of favorable termination to simply termination. Properties that are in this sense verifiable

by programs are called algorithmic properties, and we have the following result:

THEOREM 1.4. To every program 7r with free variables xl"" ,xn we can effectively find a

lSee Remark 2 in Section 3 for a discussion of other views of this notion.



quantifier-free formula cp(xl, ... ,xn) in L such that the termination of 7r for an assignment
wl'w

is equivalent with cp holding for this assignment; [1].

We call two euclidean geometries algorithmically equivalent if, for every program 7r over

A(l) - B(8), 7r terminates in one geometry for all initial assignments if and only if it does in the

other. Similarly for euclidean ordered fields.

From Corollary 1.) follows at once:

COROLLARY 1.5. Two geometries are algorithmically equivalent if and only if their corresponding

fields are algorithmically equivalent.

Thus, if our goal is to axiomatize constructive geometry, we need a characterization of the class

of all euclidean fields that are algorithmically equivalent to the field of reals. Once an axiomatic

characterization of this concept is found the remainder is straightforward.

2. An axiomatization of the algorithmic theory of real numbers.

The algorithmic basis for the field of real numbers, as realized by the theory of

geometrical constructions, consists of the following:

(a) Xi: = x j ' Xi: = 0, Xi: = 1, Xi: = x j Xi: = Xi:

x. f 0); i,j,k = 0,1,2, ...
J

X.
].

(X.rl (for
J

(b) X. < X.,
]. - J

X. = 0,
].

l', i,j 0,1,2, ....

-1o = 0 we also have to convert each program into a new one by

)
- 1Note that X.: = (x.

]. J

total by defining arbitrarily

replacing each instruction

is a partial operation, undefined for X. = O.
J

If we make the operation

k: do X • = (x.)-l then g toi' JO p

by the subroutine

k: if x. =0 then go to k else go to k' ;
J

k' : do x. : = (x.r l then go to p
]. J

where k' is a label that did not occur in the original program.

With this slight change the work of [1] applies to the field of real numbers. In particular, we

have an effective method for formulating for each program 7r over a sentence in (a fragment of)
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L that expresses exactl,y the property of it verified by the termination of 71". The algorithmicw
1
,w

theory of it is the set of all such sentences (or their negations) holding in R. our goal is to

axiomatize this theory in the framework of L
(,)l'w

For this purpose we first collect a few outstanding properties, formulated in

structure

which a

u = (A, :::' +, . , - , -1 , 0, 1)

must have in order to be algorithmica1l,y equivalent to it.

LEMMA 2.1. u is an archimedian ordered field.

It is easy to write programs over B that verifY the finitel,y-many axioms of archimedian ordered

fields. For example, the following program verifies the archimedian property:

1: do xO: = 0 then go to 2·,

2: do x3: = x2 then go to 3;

3: if Xl s Xo then go to 7 else go to 4·,

4: if x2 ::: Xo then go to 7 else go to 5;

5: if Xl ::: x2 then go to 7 else go to 6·,

6: do x2: = x2 + x3 then go to 5.

The axioms for an ordered field are first-order and hence a fortiori formulab1e in

archimedian property is

00

(\(x)(\(y)(x > 0 1\ Y > 0 -+ V (x::: y + y + ... + y»
i==l

i times

which is a formula in Lw
1,w

LEMMA 2.2. u is real-closed.

the

There are well-known numerical procedures that approximate the square root of a nonnegative

real number or approximate a root of a polynomial of odd degree (with given coefficients). These

procedures can easily be transformed into programs that compute a sequence of nested intervals (by
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computing the endpoints) that converge towards the real root. Such a program will look as follows:

Bntrar,ce

I
t

IY1: = 0 I

l

no

l
G

[ IY4 < Y2L<Y51---.. Exit .

For successive values 1,2,3,... of Y1 the values of Y2, Y3 will form a converging sequence of

nested intervals. Convert this program by replacing the box Y4 < Y2 < Y
3
< Y5 by

Y4 < Y2 < Z < Y
3
< Y5 where z did not occur in the original program. The converted program will not

terminate if executed in when we assign the real root z as value to z, but will terminate in

u for all assignments for z in case the root in question does not exist in u. For u, being

archimedian, is a subfield of if for some z in u the program did not terminate in u the

limit point would equal z would be in u, and would be a root. Since the notion of a real closed

field is formulable in first-order logic, it is, a fortiori, formulable in L
wl'w

LEMMA 2.3. c is computationally closed.

By this we mean the following: Suppose we are given n elements of u and a

program 'Ir over Ii that computes, in terms of al, ... ,an a nested sequence of intervals. Then u

contains a point in the intersection. We shall need a slightly more general notion of computing a

converging sequence of intervals than the one used above. OUrimore general notion uses the idea of

''backtrack'' .

A program 'Ir computes a converging sequence of intervals in the following sense: Let 'irQ be a
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one-exit program which computes Y2 in terms of xl"",xn'Yl without changing

xl,···,xn'Yl'Y3'Y4'Y5'Y6'Y7· Let rrl be a one-exit program which computes Y4 and Y5 in terms of

xl"" ,xn'Yl'Y3'Y6'Y7 without changing xl"" ,xn'Yl'Y2'Y3'Y6'Y7' Then rr is of the following form

(in terms of flow-diagrams):

Entrance

j
k

Y...,: + k
I

Y1:
0

j

Y6: Yl;.

Y7 : = Y5

r

yes

• IY1: Y1 + 1 I

1
no,1

0 ..

1
IY3: 0 I

I,
GJ .. yes

I
+

...
I

IYl: '" Y1 - 1 I
i no

Y,,: = y) + 1
,.I

Y6: = Y4

Y7:
= Y5

yes. Exit

REMARK. To understand the above diagram, consider it first with the right hand side replaced by an

exit. The resulting program clearly determines at each turn (Le., for successive values of Yl) a

decreasing sequence of nested intervals. The added right hand side provides for a "backtrack".
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The program computes a converging sequence of intervals if for some k the program does not

terminate. If expresses that terminates for k,xI"",xn then

00

v ...., q;(k,x
l,
... ,x) expresses that the program computes a converging sequence of intervals if

k=l n

started on

If in the above program the box Y6 < Y4 < Y5 < Y7 and

W(k,z,xl, ... ,Xn) expresses that the modified program terminates for k,z,xI"",xn then

00

v ...., W(k,z,XI, ... ,x) expresses that z lies in the intersection of the converging sequence of
k=l n

intervals computed by it • Thus the formula

(Yxl) ... (Yx )( V...., ) -+ (3 z) V ...., Hk,z,XI,···,x )\
n k=l n k=l nl

states, in the language that if computes a converging sequence of intervals for some

Xl"",Xn then there is a point in the intersection. Now, if we associate such a sentence to each

program of the form indicated, we obtain a characterization of the notion of computational

closure by a (recursive) set of formulas of

Results 2.1 and 2.3 together establish:

THEOREM 2.4. If a is algorithmically equivalent to it then a is a computationally closed

archimedian ordered field.

The remainder of this section is devoted to a proof of the converse of this theorem.

THEOREM 2.5. If a is a computationally closed archimedian ordered field then a is

algorithmically equivalent to it.

Proof. Any archimedian ordered field may be considered as a subfield of it. By the compu-

tationally closure of in R we mean the smallest subfield of it that contains and is compu-

tationally closed. Obviously, this field may be obtained by iterating the adjunction of elements of it

determined by computable convergent sequences of intervals. In particular, let C be the computational

closure of the field of rational numbers. We shall show that all computationally closed archimedian

ordered fields a are algorithmically equivalent to C.

Note that C is a subfield of a, hence if is an algorithmic property of a then it is



one of C (cp being a universal formula of L ). It remains to show that, conversely, every
wl,w

algorithmic property of C is one of a. For this it is sufficient to prove that for each

algorithmic property cp(xl""'Xn) and for each al, ... ,an in a with a F,cp[al, ... ,an] there

are b1, ... ,bn in C such that C F 'CP[bl, ... ,bn].

By [1] the formula ,cp is obtained from atomic formulas and negated atomic formulas by the

following syntactical operations: conjunction, disjunction with a negated or unnegated atomic formula,

primitive substitution Subk(V),

,cp is logically equivalent to a

and conjunctions /\ Sub (V).
WE I0-*/ W

reduced formula of the form /\
WE Io-!

First observe that every formula

Sub (V) where 0- is the signaturew

of an appropriate program and V is a (finite) Boolean combination of atomic formulas. This is easily

established by induction on the structure of ,cp, (using the fact that we have infinitely many

variables that we can use as dummies). The procedure that determines a point in en which satisfies

a reduced formula /\ Sub (V) can be outlined informally as follows: To determine a computable
wElo-l w

first coordinate consider for each m the formula (3x2 ) ... (3x
n
)v(m) , where v(m) is the con-

junction of the first m conjuncts in /\ Sub (V). Since a is real closed, Tarski's decision
WE I0-1 w

method applies, and the set of all xl satisfYing this formula is a finite collection of intervals

(open, closed, half-open, or degenerated to a point) with algebraic endpoints. The formulas

(3x2 ) '" (3xn )v(m) , m = 1,2, ... , thus determine a convergent sequence of intervals (which can be

found by back-tracking of the kind described in the proof of Lemma 2.3). The points of the intersection

Without going into the tedious details,of such a sequence satisfY (3x2 ) ... (3x) /\ Sub (V).
n WE I0-1 w

it is clear that the first coordinate is then obtained by a computable convergent sequence of

intervals. Using the first coordinate, we obtain similarly the second, etc.

THEOREM 2.6. The algorithmic theory of is undecidable.

Proof. Since the algorithmic theory of the natural numbers h = (N,O, Successor) is undecidable,

[2], it suffices to give a relative interpretation of the algorithmic theory of h into that of

For this, observe that the program

1: do Xl: = ° then go to 2·,
2: do x2: = 1 then go to 3;

3: if Xl: = Xo then go to 5 else go to 4·,
4: do Xl: = Xl + x

2 then go to 3,
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terminates exactly when started on an assignment of a natural number to xo. Thus the algorithmic

property associated to this program defines the concept of natural number.

Theorems 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 together establish the main result of this section:

THEOREM 2.8. The algorithmic theory of computationally closed archimedian ordered fields is

complete, axiomatizable, and undecidable; its models are exactly those ordered fields that are

algorithmically equiavlent to the field of real numbers.

Note that, in contrast, the set of first-order consequences of the set of axioms for compu-

tationally closed archimedian ordered fields is decidable (since it is the theory of real closed fields

for which we have Tarski's decision procedure). Note also that the requirement of archimedian order

may be dropped since it follows easily from computational closure.

3. Miscellaneous remarks.

1. Let us call the algorithmic theory of a geometry its "construction theory." If we now define

the notion of a constructively closed Euclidean geometry in the obvious manner analogous to the

definition of computationally closed fields, we obtain the following consequence of Theorem 2.7 and

Corollary 1.5:

THEOREM. The construction theory of constructively closed Euclidean geometries is complete,

axiomatizable, and undecidable; its models are exactly those geometries which are constructively

equivalent to the real Euclidean plane.

2. The definition of the notion of construction problem is left implicit in the literature.

Most modern writers seem to favor a notion which we would call elementary construction problem and

which could be formally defined thus: Suppose that is a quantifier-free formula of elementary

geometry (i.e., a first-order formula):

. ,P ,21, ... ,2 ,')11"" ,')I ,P l'''''P ,.£ 1'''' .s ,')I 1"" ,')I ).n n n n+ n+m n+ n+m n+ n+m

Then the elementary construction problem associated to consists in finding a program over

A(l) - B(8) such that computes values for Pn+l,· .. ,')In+m from initial values for PI"" ,')In

such that these values together satisfy the formula Some authors even restrict themselves further

by allowing only such that, translated into analytical terms, are equivalent to a single algebraic

equation. Note that, for example, the problem of the quadrature of the circle is not an elementary
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construction problem. (It is, however, a construction problem in the sense of the present paper,

where we may take for any formula of construction theory.) For the deductive theory e "2 which

is adequate for the elementary (in the above sense) theory of geometrical constructions see Tarski [5];

it is not adequate for all of traditional construction theory. For example, Kijne [4] shows that

the Mohr-Mascheroni construction theorem does not hold in all models of e2 " ·

3. Elf the well-known algebraic methods, it is possible to prove that there is a decision procedure

for the problem whether a given elementary construction problem can be solved. In contrast, there is

no decision procedure for the general construction problem in which is an arbitrary formula of

construction theory.

4. In a semi-formal exposition of the theory of geometrical constructions, Kijne [4] uses two

additional kinds of operations.
2

The selection operation Sl and the adjunction operation A
g.

The

need for the first seems to arise there because of the lack of definiteness in the formulation of

construction programs. The adjunction operation is more troublesome. Its intuitive counterpart is

illustrated by: " ... now, let P. be any point interior to the given triangle, .... " With the

aid of the fixed coordinate lines x, y and basis points O,E and E, we are able to circumventx y

the use of adjunction operations in all constructions that are independent of the choice of the

adjoined element (within the class of possible choices). The proof of this is well-known, [3].
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